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beauty news

FROM CUTIE TO HOTTIE

According to Dr. Irwin Smigel, father of aesthetic
dentistry and creator of Supersmile, it looks like
veneers- which are custom-made porcelain
laminates, costing $3,000 per toothhelped close the gap between Zac Efron’s front
teeth and straightened his smile overall.

Amazing Smile

SEXIER LOOK

Kate Beckinsale says
film execs made her
bleach her teeth but,
Dr. Timothy Chase, NYC
cosmetic dentist and
Smile NY partner, thinks
she had more than a
whitening session,
saying, “It looks like Kate
had a gum lift and a full
mouth of veneers added
to fix her formerly
gummy appearance.”

MORE APPEALING
“Keith Urban’s new teeth
are clearly larger and
whiter-all seemingly
thanks to veneers,”
Dr. Jacqule tells InTouch.
She notes Keith is a classic
case of a star fine-tuning
their look via their teeth,
since it’s considered
Inconspicuous. One
thing’s for sure: His new
smile definitely scored
him more female fans!

SMILEY MILEY

TELL-TALE SIGN

Apparently, Miley
Cyrus’ “love” for
her crooked teeth
wore thin and
the 18-year-old
perfected her
snaggletoothed
smile after all. “She
appears to have had
gum surgery and
about six veneers
to widen her
smile,” explains
Dr. Smigel.

NYC orthodontist
Dr. Jacqueline FulopGoodling believes Ben
Affleck got veneers
because “his two front
teeth are not centered
to his face, which
orthodonic work
can do.” Luckily, as
Dr. Jacquie points
out, Ben avoided the
dreaded “horse teeth”
by opting for a facially
appropriate size.

Transformations

These stars
revamped their
entire look just by
fixing their teeth!

ELEGENT EFFECT

“I wouldn’t change a
thing about her new
smile!” exclaims
Dr. Smigel, “It appears
Catherine Zeta-Jones
has 10-12 veneers. Her
crooked, spaced-out teeth
are now white, straight
and very glamorous!”
Dr. Chase agrees, adding,
“Her sophisticated new
smile suits her Hollywood
royalty status.”
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GET YOUTH TEETH GLEAMING

Dr. Irwin Smigel, Dr. Jacqueline
Fulop-Goodling and Dr. Timothy Chase
do not treat these stars.

1. Colgate Total
Advanced Whitening
Gel Toothpaste, $5,
colgate.com for stores.
2. Go Smile Go All
Out Deluxe Set, $120,
gosmile.com
3. Crest 3D white

www.smilesNY.com

Whitestrips Professional
Effects, $55, drugstores.
4. Supersmile teeth
whitening gum, $24
for 100-piece jar,
supersmile.com.
5. Listerine Whitening
Pen, $12, drugstore.com

